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May 6th, 1978

Reporter:
Chris Salewicz

AS HE STOOD AT THE
TOP OF TVHITEHALL
at 10.35last Sunday

morning gazing -impassively

towards Nelson's Column, the
optimism of Commander
Walker of Scotland Yard's "4"
Division seemed possibly more
than just media cool.

The man in charge of the policing of last
Sunday's anti-National Front Rally, March,
Carnival and Festival didn't seem at all worried
that the giant bloated effigies of Front leaders
Martin Webster and John Tyndall might turn the
march from Trafalgar Square to Hackiney's
Victoria Park in the East End into some kind of
bloody left versus right confrontation.

"The organisers seem to want a nice peaceful
demonstration," he smiled dutifully, bouncing
up and down on his heels as if aware of the need
for self-parody.
. "It's early days yet, though," he added,
though his general ease - which was reflected
throughout the ranks of the Metropolitan and
City police one encountered for the rest of the
day - suggested thê afterthought was more
from habit than genuine fear .

Tariq Ali, the enfant terrible of the '60s British
Left who ten years on from May'68 edits
Socialist Challenge (just cne of the muhitude of
revolutionary sheets being hawked on Sunday),
appeared to be conside¡ing some bygone era as
he stood on the base of Nelson's Column and
watched, almost nostaligically it seemed, the
tail-end of a body so enormous that the last
marchers were still leaving the Square as those
in ils vanguard were actually arriving in-Victoria
Park some three and a half miles to the East.

Wasn't the National Front, he was asked, jirst
a mere ugly pimple - just the slightest slimy
facade - of all that is rotten in this currently
confused island?

Don't worry. As Tariq sees it, events like last
Sunday's - which, depending whose estimate
you prefer, drew an astonishing 50-80,000
people to Victoria Park - are just the
beginnings of a little lateral head-opening for
Britain's youth. "Lots of people will come for
Rock Against Racism today," he suggested,
"And see that it should be Rock Against The
Stock Exchange lomorrow. It was the same with
Vietnam."

Interestingly enough, in the 45 minutes of .

speeches from assorted politicians - Labour
MP Ian Mikardo, former Young Liberal Peter
Hain, Ernie Roberts (prospective Labour
candidate for Hackney North and Chairman of
the Anti-Nazi League) - and stock celebrities
like Miriam Karlin and Tom Robinson (short
bul sweet: "Hands off our people: black, white,
together and forever"), Vishnu Sharma,
President of the Indian Workers' Association.
was the only speaker to mention the immoral
and anachronistic, and obviously inter-related,
exploitation of blacks in countries like South
Africa by British multi-national corporations
like ICI. Sharma even, somewhat optimistically
suggested that the youth of Britain could defeat
thesecompanies...

Optimistic he may have been but Sharma's
mood was reflected in the amazing cross-section
of people on the carnival march: young and old.
hippies anci punks, blacks and whites. 'Íogether
they marched alongside effigies of the NF
leaders,ryhile punk and reggae bands played in
the sunshine from the backs of trucks moving at
walking pace. Only certain backstage
shenanigans at the Victoria Park concert
suggested that perhaps anyone who really does
believe rock'n'roll can change the world whilst it
is the multi-corporations themselves who control
the vast majority of the music is operating under
almost CSNY-like delusions.

'l'HE ANTI-NAZI.LEACUE was formed in! May of last year by its National Secretary.
Paul Holborow - a Socialist Workers Party
member - along with Peter Hainand Ernie
Roberts. r

A direct reaction to the National Front's
having gained 119,000 r'otes in that month's
London local elections - which resulted in the
Front's threaÌ 1o put forward -500 candidates at
the next local elections - the League is not a
direct political platform but consists of
individuals of assorted political persuasions. In
addition to what appears to þe a strong
involvement by the SWP. the founding .

statement of the Anti-Nazi League r.r'as signed
by 50 Labour MPs.

The League's role, as Holborow sees il, is ro
work at "grassroots level" 

-for 
which read

football matches (a heavy anti-NF leaflel
campaign is planned for next season's
traditionally reactionary terraces), discos and
schools (SCAN - Schools Against The Nazis -
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is now heading for its third edition, with 8,000
copies sold of each of itstwo predecessors).

Many of those involved, claims Holborow,
have not previously been politically active.

He also poured scorn upon the frequently
expressed view that the National Front should
be allowed to expose themselves as the absurd
fatuities they certainly are. and not be dignified
with the kind of near-Establishment credibility
which they are given via events like last
Sunday's. This themè was reiterated from rhe
Trafalgar Square platform by Ian Mikardo.

"In the East End," said the MP, explaining
why Hackney and not Hyde Park had been -

chosen as the march destination, "fascists have
done their traditional work of dividing one
group of workers from another group of
workers. There are too many people in the
Labour movement who believe if you leave it, it
will go away.

"There is only one way to fight ir - head onl"
Said Holborow the next day: "For five years

the Front have been ignored and nolgone away

- and grown instead. In Germany before the
war people used the same argument. I think
yesterday's fantastic receplion showed we're
right."

For some time now in the East Enil of
London, racial violence particularly by early
teenage white youth - which presumably gives
Sunday's predominantly youthful gathering an
even greater significance - has been increasing
to such an extent lhat Asian mothers collect
their kids from schools half an hour early to
prevenl them being beaten up.

It was for ¡easons such as these, along with the
added factor that it is in Hackney South that
Front Chairman John Tyndall is standing as a
parliamentary candidate at the next election,
that Victoria Park was decided upon by the
Anti-Nazi League as an appropriate setting for
an anti-racist festival.

Accordingly, in the middle of March the
League contacted Rock Against Racism to ask
that organisation to jo-in with them to put on
such an event.

fDOCK ACAINST RACISM was formed at
fìrhe end of the summer of 1976, following (a)

the increasing attacks on non-whites durlng !hal
long hot summer, and (b) Eric Clapton's
apparenily racist remarks at a Birmingham
concert - although there are those who
maintain that Clapton was actually making a
humorous reference to the vast numbers of rich
Arabs to be seen everywhere in London.
Whatever the t¡uth of that, it is perhaþs worth
pointihg out that a grey worthy lack of humour
appears to characterise a large percenlage of the
members of both Rock Against Racism and the
Anti-Nazi League...

Linking themselves rvith the positive elemenr
of punk - hence last Sundai's billing of X-Ray
Spex, The Clash, Steel Pulse and the Tom
Robinson Band - RAR has put on gigs all over
the country since its formation.

Considering the historically war) - even, at
times, bigoted - stance by much of the hard
party line British Left towards rock, RAR is in
fact fairly unique. "For some reason or other,"
says one RAR organiser, "the British Left have
always thought that anything eleclric couldn't
possess any true political awareness and that
acoustic folk was the only possible music they
could ally themselves with."

Rock Against Racism measures its strength
f¡om the fact that it has sold 30,000 RAR badges
in this country.

-fHAT, INDEED, uas the figure the
I orsanisers ootimisticallv estimated would

turn ío for Sunäav's event, and uas the cro\r'd
cstima'te offered tô the Greater London
Council.

Coitrarv to popular rumour, and not
wirhstandiig the b.00 curfew the GLC put on
the event (cõncerts in Hydè Park, which have a

lone-established precedent, traditionally close
aroúnd eight in tñe evening), County Hall did
not. says RAR, cause them an¡ unnecessary
hassles.

The first band to agree to play the elenl was-

Tom Robinson's , Róbinson being a veteran of
numerous RAR gigs. Steel Pulse' who had also
played previously fbr RAR. and X-_Ray Spex..
*hó haä been booked a couple of timcs for gigs
that fell through, also agreed before the end of

March to play ihe festival for expenses only.
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Desprte tne bands appearing for free,
however, the event still cost I10,000. Save for a
handful of largish donations to the Anti-Nazi
League by anti-fascist business people, this sum
'was raised entirely in individual donâtions of the
10p variety.

One early boost came when Pink Floyd -who share the management of Steve O'Rourke
with TRB - offered the use of their PA as a
contribution to the gig. This, though, was nixed
by the Floyd,'s not having a permanent crew
capable of swinging their giant rig into place,
thus forcing RAR to become involved in their
biggest item of expense in hiring a PA from
Europa Sound.

This late addition to the schedule perhaps
explains the at times fairly dire sound u ith which
the 80,00 strong audience had to contend.

They didn't really seem to object too much,
however..After all, what with the bouncing
clowns, stiltmen and street theatre that had been
provided by the Tower Hamlets Atts Projects
(the Tower Hamlets Movement Against Racism
and Fascism and the Hackney Campaign
Against Racism), plus the occasional whirling
dervish troupes of Turkish Socialists, as well as
the punk and reggae still blasting off one of the
carnival floats in the distance . . . well, it did
sometimes make the concert proper seem just a
little incidental.

X-Ray Spex hit the stage somewhere around
1.30. Their set had few high points, few low
points. Just the usual very excellent mixture of
sometimes quite Roxy Music-like sound piclures
that Poly and her lads like to provide.

The Clash followed with the worst sound of
any group that afternoon - seemingly an
occupational hazard with them. Though
Strummer complained over the microphone of a
sore throat, at least his skin had changed from
the hepatitis yellow it had been the last time I'd
seen the band, at the beginning of the year in
Coventry. Also,.the energy level uas far
healthier than on that occasion and, for those
close up by the stage, it was possible 1o ignore
the dire sound and concentrate on the sheer

Power put out by the outfit.
New numbers like "Tommygun", "Bang

Bang", and "The Last Cang In Town" flexed
their muscles, though the sound mix only hinted
at lheir real strength.

Considering the setting and the fact that only
the chorus line was cléarly audible,one might
reasonably have expected "White Riot" to have
caused some confusion- With Sham 69 r'ocalist
Jimmy Pursey taking over the lead vocals,
however, it turned instead into the most stirring
number of The Clash's set, and possibly of the
day.

With "Ku Klux Klan" predictably the best
received number, Steel Pulse played their
customary enthusiastic set of British rockers.
After both the march anrlthe high energy level
of the white rock bands who preceded them, the
reggae came almost as something of a relief .

The Tom Robinson Band came onstage at
-5.30; because of the need to comply wi¡h the
GLC regulations, which ordained that the music
rshould end at six, they played a somewhat
truncated set that reminded one. in terms of
both subject matter and in-bet\\'een raps, more
than a little of a white Peter Tosh.

His set proper ended, Robinson returncd to
the stage with 90 Degrees Inclusive, Jimml
Pursey, Mick Jones and Steel Pulse to perform
"We Have Got To Get It Together", a number
especially written by Tom for the event.

At the end of it Jimmy Purse¡ grabbed the
microphone. "All the newspapers thought ue
were going to go like thatl" He pointed his index
fingers at each other. "But *e went like that!!"
And he offered the inevitable Cocknel Sparrei
grin as he clutched his hands together.

It must be said that backstage there was
frequently, lo say the least, just a little tension.
There was bickering over billing, bickering over
backstage passes, bickering over uhether or not
to have securily guards.

In the end, though, that really didn't matter.
Even {hough, despite ITN's having made it its

Iead news story on the ten otlock news that
night, not a single one of Tuesday's popular
dailies ca¡ried a word a-bout \À'hat an RAR
spokesman correctly felt to be "one of the most
important concerts this country has ever
witnessed" - a scandalous reflect'ion of the
national press' preoccupation u ith violence and
tragedy.

It was a day to remember, and nonc of those
present will ever forget it.

On the Melvyn Barg arts programme that
followed the ITN Neus that clcning, writer
Martin Amis was complaining that the "Blank
Generation" suffered from a lack of "moral
rnergy".

Who's kidding who?
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Po ly Styrene,/X-Ray Spex

Finale: Clash,90" inclusive, Jimmy Pursey, TR8, Steel Pulse.
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